
T RAllSLATllll/ 
ANTITRANSLATION/ 
CULTURE/MULTICULTURE 
SOME CONTRADICTIONS? 
I would like to lead Into this talk with a few personal notes. 

First. I must admit that, for many years now, I have avoided 

paying great attention to writing about translation. This was be

cause I was under the strong impression that very little new was 

being said and, perhaps, could be said about translation as a 

craft. It seemed to me that conferences on translation had to do 

with academic self-perpetuation and no more. I felt strongly that 

translation should be done as opposed to being talked about. As 

a result of this misapprehension. I have missed some new Informa

tion about the field. 

But books about translation are not all that easy to get hold of. 

When I tried to get some ten recent books on translation out of a 

provincial university library near my home recently, I could not find 

a single one. 

Second. I hove felt a connection between my lack of Interest 

In translation theory and my woning interest in anthropological 

theory itself. a waning which, of course. went with the waning of 

arw desire to do anthropology. Perhaps the turning point c ame 

when I lnteNlewed Gary Snyder at Princeton In the early seventies. 

It was much more of a conversation than an lnteNiew but. for 

publication purposes. In Alcheringo. I erased my own contribution. 

It was Gary I believe who chose the title: From Anthropologist to In

formant. but this tllle corresponded very strongly to a deep long

ing of mine: that Is no longer to ask questions but to put myself Into 

on activity in which there was on opportunity o f giving answers. 

This activity would be the constantly sought. ever receding possl-· 
I 

blllly of b eing a poet and nothing but a poet.1 In case you ask why 

tha t was tough, let me just say that. In my youth. you could not earn 

a living as a poet- something most people do today as ·creallve 

writing· teachers. I mention all this here because It is going to hove 

something to do with what I have to say about Antltranslatlon. 

A couple of other points which may be related. The first (to be 

taken somewhat tongue In cheek) Is that I have had growing doubts 

over the years about the advisability of any poet-young poets es

pecially-taking on translation jobs on major authors If their own In

tent is firmly lo be totally married to poetry. 

This Is because. quite simply. In this society. If you translate a 

major poet-perhaps a Nobel prize winner or one In the running for 

such-you run the danger of being held all your life as married to 

the work or that poet rather than to your own. The ·work of yours· 

which others may want to disc uss with you is nine times out of ten 

your version of the work of that poet and. whatever merits your own 

work may have. an Infinitesimally small number o f people will actu

ally think of looking at it. even after having admired the work you 

did on that poet. 

Now. it goes without saying that the work of that poet (being a 

Nobel) Is believed to be more Important than yours and tha t Is o .k. 

What may be less o.k. is that It frequently negates. erases or totally 

obscures yours-indicating something about the sociological stand

ing of poetry on the one hand and translation (even of poetry) on 

the other. We have come a long way from someone like Novalis 

being able lo say "there Is hardly a German writer of Importance 

who has not translated, and who does not take as much pride in his 

translations as he does in his original works. ·2 The difference may 

well hove to do with our American habit of fawning on foreign 

poets In order the better to Ignore our own. In any event. I would ad

vise young poets to consult older poets they wish lo translate and 

ask them If they are considering winning the Nobel prize. If they are, 

turn around and run for It. 

The final point: while everyone today In the academy pays lip ser

vice to Interdisciplinary work. such work only has to appear on the 

scene for It to face'almost Insuperable difficulties In being consumed. 

respected. taught, and published. Our speclalizatlonlsm-to coin an 

awful word meant to double-underline the depth of our classificatory 

dis-ease-ls that strong. As a personal example I will say that. but for 



we can associate Translation with Culture and Antitranslation. not 

with Anti-Culture. of course. but with something 1·11 here call Multi

culture. Multicullure would be a neutral transform of what we oil 

discuss nowadays-sometimes appreciatively. often pejorotively

as Multiculturalism. 

To an anthropologist. the study of lronslolion is not new. It was 

what appeared on the syllabus In my student days-some forty 

years ago-under such headings as acculturation. tronsculturotlon. 

crosscullurolion and so forth. Power. to anthropologists. was not 

something discovered during the sixties (though. of course. anthro

pology as "doughier of Imperialism· revealed her full dance of 

Salome at that time). It was understood. for instance. that Meso

omericon Indians would be directed and constrained in their be

havior by subordination lo Spain; Native North Americans by subor

dination to the United Stoles; many Africans. Asians or Australasians 

by subordination lo Fronce. Germany or England. etc. 

Of course. In most Instances studied. II was also understood that 

conquered Y would hove lo accept and adopt to the culture of 

conqueror X. But. whether because of cultural relativism (l.e that oll 

cultures are valuable to their owners and should not be moralized 

about by us). then Instilled as a virtue and guiding light in oil stu

dents. or because of inherent sympathy with the Vs-whatever later 

critics hove sold- anthropologists quickly understood that such ac

ceptance and adaptation was never completely one-sided. Many. 

if not all. Ys would accept only to some extent and would adopt 

what they accepted to their specifications. Syncretism of one sort 

or another-the religion of the great mosses. for only elites con ever 

afford "pure · rellgl~hs-wos almost always to be found. 

And Jn many coses. anthropologists come to hove great admi

ration for the brilliance of these adoptive mechanisms. I hove come 

to belleve over the years. for example. that what the Highland 

Mayo peasant of Guatemala and Chlopos hos done with Christian

ity actually gave richer lints to that religion in its folk manifestations 

than the Mayos hod originally received from the first Spanish 

Cothollc priests at the time of Conquest. There hod been o retro

active translation. as It were. a translation into Mayo which has 

enriched or bettered the Spanish original-if. that ts. one may be so 

unrelolivistic for o moment as to risk such o value judgement. 

From this. it should not be many steps lo another statement. The 

path is facilitated by the adversarial stance which Native Peoples 

as well as many other "Liberation groups· hove token In the lost 

forty years. realizing that now the question Is one of sheer biological 

(anti-genocidal) as well as cultural (ontl-elhnocldol) survival. For 

them. on Antitronslotlonol stance Is o perfectly valid antithesis to a 

Translational one and It Is In fact manifested-empirically verifiable 

I suppose we would hove sold In those days-by o great many 

human groups today. Further. It Is o striking facet of the Ideology of 

many "minority" groups In what I have come to call the Internal 

Empire of this country. o facet which may be more covert and im

plied than overt and bluntly stoled but nevertheless massively pow

erful. For the subjec1s of the Internal Empire ore now flying the ban

ner of something called "Mullicutturallsm· and the whole cultural 

world In this Republic is in turmoil over that term. If. Instead of the old 

banner of "Don't tread on me: we were now seeing one pro

claiming "Don't translate me: the case could hardly be clearer 

once ii Is formulated. 

3 
I believe I am going to soy more about Anlilronslollon than about 

Translation. but let's start with the totter. Translation occurs. at its sim

plest. when o culture is built on o society with the material strength 

and extension to acquire. almost Interminably and without limits. 

the cultural products of other societies. A culture hos to feel very se

cure about Itself before venturing Into the luxurious course of toking 

on Interest In other cultures. Learning other languages Is not some

thing most people con afford the time for. before bocking this inter

est by bringing the products. soy here texts. of those other cultures 

Into Its own sphere of discourse. soy here longuoge.e 

Another point which Is being mode more and more by tronslo

tlon theorists-see. for Instance. Tejoswlnl Nlronjono's Cll/ng Trons

lallorr-ls that translation Into the subordinate language is usually 

controlled by the dominant. An obvious major exompie would be 



1he insight of one particular editor with whal amounled lo an Im

print of his own. Lee Bartlett o f the University of New Mexico. my 

selected essays In poetics and anthropology3 could never have 

been published without very considerable mutilation. Another work. 

deliberately designed as an Interdisciplinary project In literature 

and anthropology and financed as such by a major foundation for 

anthropological research will probably remain on the shelf because 

It is •too literary for the anlhros: "too anthro for the literary: 

Footno le: lhe absurdity of 1he situation Is underlined when you 

realize that any amount o f Interference with linear narrative-lo 

take one Instance of complaint-can be published in a work of fic

tion nowadays (and earn big bucks) and the difficult poetry of many 

avant garde communities o f po~ls can gel published but God for

bid there should be any such thing In Holy Science: the public-In

tone the suddenly all-wise publishers-would not stand for II a single 

Instant! This too Is not unconnected to the subject of translation. 

z 
So much for the personal. 

In what follows. I will be coming from a l least two major Innova

tive stances. The first is George Steiner's. In his After Babel, he shows 

with massively erudite deployment of pl)enomenal fans of ency

clopedic knowledge (I guess such hos to be his poetry) tho I virtually 

all acts of cultural communication, whether In time (usually the di

mension of one's own culture) or in space (the dimension of lnter

culturallly) Involve a transformotive activity which in essence Is what 

we mean by Translation.ii The second is that of Edward Said who. 

following Gramscl. Foucault. and Schwab, demonstrates In his mas

terly Orienta/Ism the extent to whf h ~he conslr~ctlo.n of apparently 

apolitical systems of representations 1n all our disciplines In fact con

stitutes cultural hegemonic mechanisms which inform. strengthen 

and perpetuate the political control of whomever Is studied by 

whoever studles.s Both Steiner and Said tiff discussion of Translation 

Into an altogether different realm from that In which it Is usually car

ried on. What we have now Is a downing Sociology of Translation 

rather than the old stuff about Translation as a Croft. 

I om nol here going lo a critique such major works. I note In pass

ing that. as of this moment. I cannot see much attention to transla

tion as a craft-rather than as a category of political action-paid 

by Sold: o.k .. that may have to be given up a l this time. More im

portantly, I do not hear him suggesting that. given all the years in 

which Islam hod some hegemony over parts of Europe, we should 

at some time have a study of how Islam Interpreted the Occident. 

Is It not the case. however. that all communication Is political in 

any direction whatsoever and that lls passing from a sender to 0 re

ceiver-whoever they may be at any moment. constitutes every 

single time a translation? If so. would this not Imply, for one thing. 

that the study of a hegemony of x over y con never be separated 

from the study of the reaction of y to x's hegemony: i.e. there 

should. Ideally, be no privileging of x or y because of a temporary. 

however long. situation of dominance of one over another? If the 

answer Is yes. then. clearly, we need a discipline which would study 

the code of hegemony (or of anti-hegemony) In the very stuff or 

matter of the translational process itself, thus reinvigorating the 

central branch of our study as translators: translation as activity, as 

politico-cultural action. Whether this is covered in such proposals as 

Jomes S. Holmes's coll for o ·sociology· of translation or not. 1 have 

not yet been able to find out.6 Lawrence Venutl's work on ·resis

lancy· versus "domestication· certainly seems to be a major step in 

getting ·10 that very stuff." raising o host of questions tom not deal
ing with here.7 

Hegemony and anti-hegemony. then. may be the two dimen

sions or facets of translation which should Interest us most: especially 

al this moment when power In the world is re-organizlng Itself to an 

astounding. almost hallucinatory degree. This brings me to trying to 

explain why Translation I Antllronslotion figure In my title as lhey do. 

What I om frying lo soy Is that there ore forces which resist tronsla

lion as much as there are others which elicit, require. or demand ii 

and that these. perhaps apparently negative, forces-which tam 

calling those of Anlitranslallon-should be of as great Interest to us 

as those. apparently more positive. of Translation itself. 

By association. you will have guessed that I am asking whether 



the translation of the Judaeo-Christian Bible Into Indigenous lan

guages: but the situation is actually all-peNaslve. For Nlranjana. our 

whole traditional view of India's culture is constructed by British 

Imperialist translation programmes In such a way that British rule Is 

justitled.9 

I stress text and language here because of our own primary top

ical Interests but much the same could be said of other Items of cul

ture-say cooking to take an obvious one. You'll say "but cooking is 

not translated!" I'll say "Watch what becomes of French. Spanish or 

Italian cooking in this country. Or. in more detail. watch what be

comes of tapas, for instance: in Spain. very small mouthfuls of fish 

usually-to go with aperitifs; in the U.S. invariably full-scale dinners.· 

It should follow that small and weak societies would not have 

such resources and would not. therefore. translate much into their 

own language. But. you'll say. it is very precisely small societies that 

dol Think of the Icelanders; the Dutch; the Hungarians. Well, first, I 

would answer. I was thinking of the really small and weak: the Pa

puans. the Pygmies. or the Highland Maya for Instance. The smaller 

European societies are not ·small" and especially not ·weak" in 

that sense. lmbricated into an areal Western economy of huge pro

portions, they cannot afford not to translate and you will find that 

such small European societies actually spend a great deal on trans

lation into their own language with much governmental support. 

The other side of the medal...:._whlch Is the most revealing-is the 

extreme anxiety of such societies in the matter of having themselves 

translated into the language of dominant partners. I have heard 

Hungarian. Dutch. and Icelandic poets. for instance. speak of the 

feeling of extreme 7nstraint they experience when living solely 

within their own language and how they consider translation into 

the ·great· languages a matter of sheer suNival. And you can bet 

that there is a hierarchy here: most make it clear. to take the most 

obvious Instance. that it is nowadays more important to be trans

lated Into English than into any other language. I am willing to bet 

that other (secondary) preferences would reveal much that is not 

Immediately obvious-a whole aspect of sociology at present sub

merged. The question of size alone then Is not necessarily a pointer 

to subordination. And if you are a willing partner in Empire. what is 

happening should perhaps not even be called subordination. 

It is not only a matter of our own time and circumstance. India. 

China, Japan. at various times in their histories. virtually made cul

ture-heroes of translators by sending them out. often at great dan

ger to themselves. on immensely long missions to acquire texts for 

translation. That these were religious or spiritual texts. rather than 

technological ones. need not concern us overmuch when we note 

that religion can be an Instrument of political power (think of Asoka 

in India) or even. very directly, techno-economic development: 

Jacques Gernet has shown how Buddhist monasteries .were at the 

root of banking In China during the T'ang Dynasty. 10 Certain other 

figures are worth remembering. Think of the Egyptian Pharaoh 

Akhnaton's translations of doctrine into his own system. or the great 

Mughal Emperor Akbar's search among religious systems to find a 

synthesis. having Jewish. Christian, Hindu. Buddhist and other texts 

translated into the language of his own Empire when he himself was 

actually illlteratel Throughout history. there are many fascinating ex

amples of such encyclopedic reaches for bodies of knowledge 

commensurate with the sublime political role a society saw itself as 

playing. Again. on Venuti's wavelength: might it be that India trans

lated domesticatlngly whereas China translated resistantly? Much 

in the varying welcomes accorded Buddl'lism might have been thus 

determined. 

If this Is Translation. what would Antitranslation be? It is tempting 

to pass straight from Translation as just described to Antitranslation 

as sheer polltlcal resistance: what I described above as "Don't 

translate me!" This would leave out a vital 'consideration about 

those I've described as truly poor-the Aborigines of the Third World. 

We must not forget that if those Natives are too small and poor to 

translate other cultures into their own, it is probably as much as any

thing because. in so many cases. they themselves have been al

ready translated. Most of Latin America is already. as it were. In 

Spanish or Portuguese; most of Africa and Australasia and much of 

Asia is already in English or French. And. of course. what I have 

called the Inner Empire-in this country the ethnic minorities: Black. 



Hispanic. Na11ve American mainly-have been already translated. 

Does this exclude them from Anlllronslatlon? I think not. 

Steiner. in his very first chapter. points out that "the agonlslic 

functions of speech Inside an economically and socially divided 

community possibly outweigh functions of genuine communica

tion· and goes on to list a number of ways In which subordinates wlll 

resist. actively or passively, the lingulstlc onslaughts of the domlnont. 11 

He talks of the way in which language events assume the nature of 

a duel-with incommunlcollveness; apparent misunderstanding; 

thickening. blurring. or other distortion of speech; confusion by slow

ness or rapidity; false obsequiousness; resort to dialect and many 

more such methods being the modes of resistance on the part of 

the subordinate faced with the ever more exasperated "clarifica

tions· of the dominant. I remember a Kipling quote very current 

among Europeans during my study time In Burma: "The Christian 

swears and swears and swears; the Buddhist smiles and smiles.· 

Gender definition resistances are not as clear-cut as those of 

ethnic groups. However. gender definition groups and their texts have 

to be included In the Inner Empire In that they share with ethnic 

groups the status of being oppressed by the dominant culture. It 

would probably be possible to demonstrate that there are. as it were. 

women's dialects. gays' dlalecls. or, say. childr~n·s dialects. which 

resist the dominant culture's attempt to translate them. Much of the 

fic tion concerning what used to be known as the war of the sexes 

reveals the history of these evolving and ever changing resistances. 

And there is. of course. on extreme form of translation. especially In 

s~al matters (but not excluslvely-cf. the rec~nt history of ~ertain rap 

groups). that is the absolute negative. or nadir, of Translohon-when 

you bring a subordinate group totally under your control by absolute 

suppression. The name of that one Is censorship. pure and simple 

when dominant. manifesting as self-censorship when subordinate. 

We should no te that · subordinate· does not necessarily imply 

·politically laudable, embraceable. or correct. In fact. perhaps. II 

may also englobe just the opposite. At the time of writing. I have 

just watched a two-ond-o-holf-hour tria l In video transcription: the 

case of two Human Rights' groups In Portland. Oregon. against the 

Metzgers. father and son, leaders of WAR. the White Aryan Re

sistance. In this case. I am thinking of the doublespeak which char

acterizes such subordinates. When seemingly free and unfettered. 

their racialist discourse is brutal to the point of Incitement to murder. 

When under any form of constraint or examination. Antltronslalion 

here manifests as a purified language In which violence. for in

stance. becomes "violence-only-as-self-defense·; ·an Xs ore mud" 

becomes ·some Xs are mud·; a racist murder becomes o "tragic

evenl-brought-on-by-two-people-flghllng-ln-the-street· and so forth. 

The doublespeak of a David Duke was widely noted when Duke 

ran for governor of Louisiana. No doubt such processes stretch back 

Into the history of the Ku Klux Klan. America First. and many other 

organizations. back to the first immigrations Into this republic. all 

demonstrating censorship and self-censorship In plenty. In the case 

of "decent peop1e·-1 happen to be thinking or certain private di

aries written In controversial times as an example-self-censorship 

attains such degrees of subtlety that it strains our onalytlcol talents 

lo the highest degree and we despair of ever being able to un

cover the exact dimensions of the opinions held. 

Other examples of resistance: Anthropological cases in which 

a tribe or other sub-group of a society-a religious sodallty, say

refuse to act os Informants to anthropologists ore very frequent. 

There are many groups among the Eastern Pueblos right around my 

present home In New Mexico which so refuse. I read this as Antl

tronslatlon. stating ·1 will not lei you translate this sacred Information 

Into your emplrlcal. statistiflable. so-called scientific language.· The 

case of such groups who. after a certain lime. seem to break down 

completely and. against all precedent. seek out those who would 

so translate their secrets parallels the case of the Dutch. Dones. and 

Hungarians I spoke of before: such seeking out occurs when the 

fear of extinction occurs: "better these survive In translation than 

not at oil; better we give up on autonomy and merge Into Empire 

ralher than disappear altogether· seems lo be lhe message. 

I read anolher example of Anlltranslotlon In lhe behavior of 

some mlnorlly artists who exemplify In their attitudes the maximal 

contempt for would-be translators (and actual translators In the 



) 
( 

case of. soy. white rip-offs of block music). I think of Miles in music or. 

more subtly but just as directly. of Gwendolyn Brooks In poetry. After 

decodes of publishing with Harper & Row. Brooks. as I understand it. 

dellberotely turned her bock on the world of dominant publishing 

In order to give a ll her books lo small block publishers mainly In 

Chicago. A variant of this. It seems to me. is the belligerent attitude 

token by some Chicano poets I once heard stole lo a dominant 

audience ·stop paying attention and lip-service to poets like Paz. 

Neruda and Vallejo and listen to us for a change.· While this would 

seem to be saying "Translate mel" rather than "Do not translate 

mel." 1 think It soys primarily ·stop translating those you think to be. 

rightly or wrongly. a l your level and pay attention to our uniqueness 

for 0 change! ... but. incidentally. that uniqueness ls not available 

to be co-opted or token over by youl" 

In the June 1992 Art In America there ls a fascinating piece on re

cent conflict In Los Angeles between a Mexican Government series 

of art offerings and local Chicano art offerings. Another example: 

Years ago. 1 pointed out how English poets In the dominant schools 

translated other poets whose parameters seemed to equal their 

own.12 Other poets. both English and foreign. whose parameters 

were different-usually for more experimental and exciting-were 

marginalized If English. Ignored and not translated If foreign. Similar 

phenomena occur right now among us. But. watch It! a morglnol

lzed poet of only yesterday hos a text from Harvard and a named 

choir today. Things move fast and furious in this fleldl 

This. 1 trust you understand. Is also a response lo a situation in this 

country in which the dominant Anglo/white poetry community 

(however much Itself divided) knows virtually nothing about the 

block or Hispanic poetry communities and cores stlll less: a radically 

scandalous situation which cannot be allowed and will not be al

lowed to continue-If only because the ever-Increasing speclallza

tlon of the Anglo/while elite's products may well ensure dinosourlal 

disappearance and the triumph of the non-Anglo/white poetries Is 

virtually 0 foregone conclusion if any kind of genuinely popular sup

port for poetry continues to be port of 0 desirable landscape. 

These ore obviously variant facets of the huge debate going on 

at present In this republic. Are we for wrong if we soy that Trans

lation. as read here. is equivalent to Culture If we take the latter as 

on imperial. hegemonic. dominant entity confident that Its tradi

tions. canons. and values ore the traditions. canons. and values 

that count and that none other can be held to be a t that level-the 

level of God-Almighty Western Culture Itself? And that Anlllrans

lotlon would then hove to be the transform of. not Anti-Culture. def

initely not that. but of Multlcullure defined as (since we are talking 

here In this republic) the cullure o f these United Mistakes seen. no 

longer as the melting pot transforming all Ingredients Into one soup. 

but as on aggregate of the cultures which hove entered Into this 

land and now compose what. for better or for worse. hos become 

the eternally Invoked ·American People"? Which would then leave 

Multiculturalism for that body of socio-cultural policy which re

spects. honors. validates. defends. and puts Into action such poli

cies as will uphold Multicullure Instead of Culture. 

In the lost few years. just as we hove heard the white racist ar

guments-both overt and. alas for more extensively. covert-that 

invading colored hordes ore toking over white jobs and white coun

try. we hove heard the arguments opposing the defenders of 

Culture to the defenders of Multlcullure and. knowing Aconoemlc 

Burrocrossy as I do. I hove been scarcely surprised to hear that 

Multiculturalism Is being decreed by dominant Administration down 

to subordinate Professorote very burrocrossticolly indeed. which 

helps no one to understand or be sympathetic to anything ongoing. 

Obviously. very little Is going to be achieved If quotas ore the name 

of the gome-lf every time you mention Plato you hove to mention 

Confucius or Ogotemmeli; If every time you talk Joyce and Kafka 

you hove to bring In Soyinka or Achebe. That Is mere tinkering. What 

the situation Is asking us to achieve-and not being In the academy 

at present. I find it hard to soy how much genuine response there Is. 

or not-is a re-evaluation greater than ever before In our constantly 

re-evaluating history. a re-evaluation that amounts to a philosophi

cal earthquake of mega-ten on the Richter scale. 

A major question remains In my mind: does Culture hove to be 

given up if we wont or require Multlcullure? I always seem to come 



up In lheory with both/and answers rather !hon either/or answers. It 

looks like I'm going to do the some again and do It with the aid of 

a model of the poetic self that I've used before In other contexts. 

The model of poetic ac tivity I refer to hos three levels: that of the 

vocal on top. the silence in between. and the choral at the bottom. 

I won't apologize for the hlerorchlcol look of that any more than I'll 

apologize for the relative poslllons of my-and your-heads. novels. 

and feet. 
First. By vocal. I mean what appears to be our normal everyday 

state of poetic activity In which any given poet Is competing with 

o ther poets to find. In language. something so unique t9 him/herself 

(a voice. a trace. a style. a signature. whatever) that her/his writing 

cannot possibly ever be mistaken for that of anyone else. The ex

tremist possible Individualism and o riginality Is the name of this 

game. The player Is on aspect of self or ego. and !he social situation 

is one of self-olher reciprocity since the ratio between competition 

and co-operation is the guiding principle of this state. Most times 

(excepllons ore usually momentary and tactical). the worst thing 

that con possibly happen to a poet in the vocal is to be told that 

s/he hos been influenced by other poet x or y (I.e. is port o f a lin

eage); or forms port o f a school x or y (i.e. is port of a community of 

poets); or even reminds a given reader of x or y (i.e. hos been sub-

consciously Influenced by another). 
This is the poet as Arch-Informant and Antitronslotor par excel-

. /ence. This Is poetry in its purest possible state. something so unique 

It might as well be music-often regarded (lllusorily) as the purest of 

the arts and ... just as untranslatable. The poet's stance here is tho! 

of the Arch-Informant-in Snyder's terms-and Is Antitronslolionol in 

Its most rigorous form: s/he Is saying In effect: · 1 om not even telling 

Y<;>u 'Don't translate me' for you could not If you tried: It is quite sim-

ply and purely Impossible.· 
Again with George Steiner Inter alia. you ore familiar with silence 

as the stole out of which poetry issues and to which it returns-some

thing as binary as our binary of binaries. !he couple life/deolh. A great 

deal of fine writing-poetry. fiction. nonfiction. sheer mysticism-has 

Issued for ages from the dialectic of silence and non-silence. i.e. the 

vocal. I was iong satisfied with this as the 
hove realized that somethl I complele picture. Lately. I 

ng s coiled for to b 
the model Is to be I e under the silence if 

compete. And if that . 
lence changes from b I something exists. then si-

e ng on oceanic absolute to 
gory, the silence. I will eventuall being a ca te
of my three which con b . Y suggest that It Is the only category 

e ascribed to the real 
The silence. then. is that place where . 

under the silence to the I poetry passes from what is 
voco and back ag I . th 

ciologlcally. the situation I an, at place where. so-
which the poet In s one of self-self reciprocity. It Is the place In 

. communal conversollon with 
mines the situation of th her/himself. deter-

e presently blrthln 
motion. Its relation too . g poem. Its relation to lnfor-

pus.1.e. all the poems wr'tt 
birth to dealh and its relollon lo I ext ' en by that poet from 
etry In the totality f /page. I.e. the possibilities of po

o space/time. It is the 1 
mystery of mysteries to t I Pace. the only place where. 

· u o ogy of toutologl 
I coll choral that which I es. poetry takes place. 

s under the sllen c 
however many parts h ce. horal because. 

a c orus may have (th' k 
alto. tenor and base) th tn of. soy: soprano. 

e essence here Is unity h 
drowning o f Individual ·p lty" I . omogeneity. the 

ur nto the com r 
more extensive than itself th mono tty of a whole 

· e reollzollon on th 
is not purely and simply h I . e part ot port that it 

w o e Of itself-but rt 
gether greater and o ther S I I pa of something alto-

reciprocity. That is: if x Is ol;e:~ o:glcally, the situation Is one of no 
toy and . Y holly y, there Is nothing x can give 

vice versa. In regard to our I . 
static about the choral v . op1c. there Is something ec-

. ,ou con think of every 
In it as singing · ves translat I t one and everything 

· e me ranslote 1· 
it os already such a great hit me or you con think of 

w e rose tho l lh 
even think of translating m h e song you hear Is · why 

e w en I am so wh II 
song. and you ore so wholly m· o y yours. and your 

1ne. and my song?" 

Here one can think of It In the terms or Gu 
ben son Beatrice I-to me th ardame ben, ben son. 
eroture or. perhaps th e recognition of all recognitions In all lit-

. as e figures strelchln t 
Paradiso of G' · g ou their arms in the 

iovannl di Paolo read 't 
other. so much are they I d. Y ' seems to pass through each 

a rea Y part of ea h I 
termination of the paradisal t t c o her by the very de-

s a e. 
Now. why do I take the silence In this model as the I on y reality? 



It is because the vocal and the choral both seem to me so clearly 

to be illusions of each other-reciprocal Illusions of the two extreme 

possible sociologies if you wish. A poet. in the vocal state. massively 

Impressed by the statistical enormity of what and whom has to be 

gotten through before "pure· individuality Is reached. can only 

laugh at the very notion of choral: empirically speaking the whole 

matter Is absurd. Likewise. what on earth can become of something 

as insane as a desire for originality in the choral ???!II 

Does this mean that the vocal and the choral are not real, do 

not exist? No way! They exist as much as Samsara and Nirvana exist. 

for instance. In Buddhist philosophy-and they are part of one and 

the same existence In the same way as. at the extreme. Samsara is 

Nirvana or Nirvana is Samsara. They exist as much as the two faces 

of Janus exist. on the one body of a Roman deity, or on a coin so 

thin its two sides would be one-a one-sided coin. 

And they exist also in another seeming contradiction. In what 

I've said about Translation and Antitranslation. Culture and Multi

culture. you may have detected a suggestion of vlllalny attached 

to Translation and Culture. a suggestion of politically praiseworthy 

correctness attached to Antitranslation and Multiculture. Likewise. 

you might have felt a breath of disdain for the struggling vocal in 

contrast to a bias in favor of the ~eemingly paradisal choral. How 

logical it would be. then. to have Translation and Culture as part of 

the same "baddy" classification as the vocal (-under the same 

totem. to speak Levi-Strauss If you wish-) while Antitranslatlon and 

Multiculture would fit In on the "goody" side with the choral. How

ever: that is not the way It goes! 

The world of Multlculture is-we see this every day-a world of In

tense competition. heterogeneity. antithesis: it is very clearly the 

world of the vocal. The world of Culture. however. Is just as intensely 

non-adversarial and homogeneous and so. we might think. choral. 

This Is not entirely what we might have expected. 

We can all relax. however. in reminding ourselves of the illusory 

character of the vocal and the choral. Or rather. we must recall to 

mind that they are reciprocal illusions: they are both as Important as 

each other in the overall process: it is simply impossible, in fact. to have 

the one without the other. The situalion is a both/and one by nature. 

not an either/or one. This is comforting for one major reason. It seems 

to me that the whole weight of our cultural scene and the media 

which carry it favor- and for obvious political reasons (Divide and 

Rule!)-either/orpositions over both/ and positions. We are constantly 

presented. it seems to me. with the relation of Culture to Multlculture 

as on agon. as a struggle. We are told that we are in the profoundest 

of troubles because we must decide and decide quickly. critically. 

between the "tradition· of Culture and the "new· of Multiculture. 

I see no such agon. It is clear that we must have both Culture 

and Multiculture and very seriously work toward that earthquake 

measuring ten. It was being said In the sixties that anthropology had 

to go all the way from the Self to the Other only to find. as it got 

closer and closer to the Other. that the Other had the same face as 

the Self. Similarly, we have to go to the extremes of each cultural 

Other and accept the extremist Implications of Antltranslatlon In 

Multiculture if we are to measure the full extent of human possibility. 

Without measuring that full extent. we measure very precisely noth

ing at all. We put ourselves on the socio-cultural level at the same 

point in which we are putting ourselves b iologically by allowing the 

atrocious diminution taking place every day in the extinction of 

species after species. 

Multiculture is as important as that. As I tried to put it years ago in 

The Beautiful Contradictions. the daughter remains blind before 

and until we fully know the mother. 13 I am of course. talking of the 

ancient ideal of HUMAN-UNITY-IN-DIVERSITY-one without which hu

manity will not be saved and this planet will not be saved. The 

chora l. which may be a transform of Benjamin's "true language; 

however illusory. is as important as that.14 Culture is as important as 

that. There are no contradictions. It Is as stark as that. 

In practice. of course. It Is easier to say this than to see It done. 

Can the equality implied by Multlculture ever become a reality when 

social ineq'uality remains as blatant as it does today? Can Culture, 

which has not yet been divorced for Its salvation from nation and 

polity. ever be purged of its appalling weight of guilt when social in

equality remains as blatant as it does today? We are all in the 



furnace on those questions. Perhaps a beginning can be made If 

we can persuade ourselves that we have. quite literally. no alter

native. Perhaps we can begin if we understand !hat. 

As I have of1en claimed before. Poets· Liberation is the most p ri

mal and profound or all liberation movements. I urge those who ore 

out or the movement to Join II. Those on the inside never will. 

June 1992 
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A LPHABETS AND EMPERORS 

REFLECTIONS ON KAFKA AND BORGES 
Borges was a young man when he translated Kafka. and one Imag

ines that he mus! have been profoundly haunted. Indeed. the trans

lator. if haunted. is himself a ghost ambulating unseen and unheard 

In another's Mundus lmoginolls which-by the lime he is done

has revealed its secrets. The act of translation Is of cabolistic nalure; 

manipulating olphabe1s- 1hose living bones of language-the ob

ject is transcendence: to recreate the luminous complexity of orig

inal speech in an alien tongue. The finished work. conjured by a 

new arrangement of letters. Is a vital thing: on old snake in a new 

skin. 

0 0 0 

It is Christmas Eve. and very late. The year Is 1930. and Borges' trans

lations of Kafka hove only just appeared. The moon. Borges' fa

vorite planet. its name different in different languages and variously 

lovely (Seven Nights) is not visible. In lhe acute darkness. Borges 

bounds up stairs which ore profoundly familiar. yet slams his skull 

against lhe c ruel edge of on open window. Suspended in delirium. 

he Is for many weeks seized by hallucinatory fevers and incapable 

of speaking. When. at last. he Is able to return to his writing, he sets 

himself the task to do what he has never done before: to write a 

piece of 'fantastic' fic tion. He writes "Pierre Menard. Author of the 

Quixote· -lhe slory of a man who hos so totally identified himself 

with Cervantes and his world. that he Is able to produce several 

chapters of Don Quixote which o re. In every way. exactly like the 

original. And !his is what we ask or a translation: a complicity so en

lire. and of such potent wizardry. as l o lay Iha! living snake at our 

feet-and its apple-as green as original sin. 

I propose that by translating Kafka Into Spanish. Borges was 

himself transformed; that a mysterious operation which combined 

Kafka. an open window and a moonless night gave us 'our' Borges. 

And !hat Kafka's story The Great Woll of Chino may be seen as 

that small iridescent sphere of almost unbearable brilllonce-lhe 




